Alliteration worksheets grade 4

Alliteration is the occurrence of the same letter or sound at the beginning of adjacent or closely connected words. They are similar sounds in words that occur in close relation to other words in the sentence or phrase. Aside from tongue twisters, alliteration is also used in poems, song lyrics, and even store or brand names. A good example of
alliteration would be; She sells sea shells by the sea shore. Our Alliteration worksheets are free to download and easy to access in PDF format. Use these Alliteration worksheets in school or at home. Grades K-5 Alliteration Worksheets Grades 6-12 Alliteration Worksheets Grades K-5 Alliteration Worksheets Here is a graphic preview for all the
kindergarten, 1st grade, 2nd grade, 3rd grade, 4th grade, and 5th grade Alliteration Worksheets. Click on the image to display our alliteration worksheets. Grades 6-12 Alliteration Worksheets Here is a graphic preview for all the 6th grade, 7th grade, 8th grade, 9th grade, 10th grade, 11th grade, and 12th grade Alliteration Worksheets. Click on the
image to display our alliteration worksheets. Who hasn't heard "Fair is foul, and foul is fair", the theme that echoes throughout Macbeth? Alliterations help make writing musical, rhetorical and disciplined. Epic poems have used wide-ranging alliterations and have rightfully inspired many a student to use these stylistic devices with beauty. In addition
to their signature blend of vigor and vibrancy, our printable alliteration worksheets, ideal for grade 2 through grade 5 leave young learners instantly stocked with lots of alliterations both literary and otherwise. Our ELA worksheets have a golden feather added to it. Our free handouts are definitely worth a try! Alliterations | Animals There is a lot to
admire about this cute animal-alliterations exercise. Enjoy the mirth, as children write an alliteration describing each animal. Animals are great alliteration material! Alliterations in a Poem | Ocean Breeze Nowhere are alliterations more impressive than in poems! Let the alliterative students in 4th grade and 5th grade now dig in this breezy poem to
find and underline as many alliterations as are there. Alliteration Chart This alliteration chart is something to look out for, for not only does it beautifully and succinctly define an alliteration, but it also gives a few examples for beginners to know their alliterations better. Matching to Alliterate Alliterations can instantly raise the literary quotient of a
sentence, in prose and poetry. In this exercise, children match words or groups of words to form appropriate alliterations. Alliterations | Cartoons Children are infatuated with Micky Mouse and Pink Panther. But how many of them know these are classic examples of alliterations? Here, children fill in the blanks to unravel alliterations in cartoons.
Writing Alliterations for Pictures Here's writing alliterations at its most diverse! Encourage children to let their alliterative imagination run a riot, and write a short alliteration for each picture in this pdf worksheet. Alliterations | Word Box This printable exercise is going to be a fantastic upgrade to children's alliteration learning. They form or
supplement alliterations by completing sentences with correct words from the box. Alliterations from Letters of the Alphabet Put the stellar students ahead of the game, by lending them every possible hand as they attempt doing this exercise. Here, they write an alliteration for each letter of the alphabet displayed on the page. Alliterative or Not? This
exercise reveals alliterations' literary potential in a big way. What's in store for children here, is that they read each sentence and see if it contains an alliteration or not. Making Alliterations This alliteration PDF creates some fantastically memorable learning moments. Children pick a word from each wheel and write alliterative sentences and
enhance their alliterative skills in the process. Alliteration Poem | Christmas Tree Let 2nd grade and 3rd grade children get unconditional access to all the pleasure and party surrounding alliterations! Let them read this poem to find out and underline all the alliterations they come across. Completing Sentences for Alliterations Help children get
ahead and excel in the alliteration process with this printable exercise. They fill in the blanks appropriately to create alliterations abuzz with zeal and zest. My sister grows gorgeos grapes! Alliterations are groups of words that are not only fun to say, but also fun to write. Here is a free worksheet for you to print out for students to complete. When
they are done, see some silly sentences they created! Help yourself to our free, printable alliteration worksheets and turn the fledgling writer in you into a cynosure in the figure-of-speech circle. Spark a superb spell of ceaseless search for words that surprise by repeating the same initial sound. The worksheets include creating alliteration using
words in a box, identifying and matching words to make alliterative phrases, completing names of alliterative cartoon characters, tongue twisters, and more. Enjoy using this literary device efficiently with our alliteration worksheets pdf with answers! These worksheets are most recommended for students in grade 2 through grade 5. Figurative
Language: Alliteration in ContextFigurative Language: Alliteration in ContextAlliteration is a type of figurative language that is often used to engage a reader’s senses. Use this resource with your students to practice identifying examples of alliteration in context.4th gradeReading & Writing Copyright © 2021 K5 Learning Often the repeated sound is
at the beginning of each word. Underline the word with the same beginning sound in each sentence. Write a sentence that uses this known form, based on each prompt. Add a noun to each adjective to create a phrase that uses this type of word play. Practice alliteration by creating an alliterative phrase for each letter provided. Identify the use of this
literary device in each sentence. On the line, write the letter sound(s) that is repeated. Alliteration creates both rhythm and mood that can suggest things to the reader. It also focuses the reader’s attention on particular words. Rewrite each sentence, adding a new word(s) to the underlined word. You may add as many words to each sentence as you
like. As you go about your day, take notice of the alliteration around you in brand names, company names, advertising slogans, etc. It helps us remember all kinds of things because, well, it is catchy. The lines below are the third stanza of the poem "The Witch of Atlas" by Percy Bysshe Shelley. Write down each example of alliteration that you find.
Alliteration creates a musical effect that makes reading more pleasurable. It calls the readers attention to certain phrases, and the writer or poet can use this to make a strong point, or to connote meaning to the reader. Use various parts of speech to make and impact phrase. We take a full on scholar approach to examining this topic. Start by writing
down everyone's name. Then complete the table by writing your sentences. Take turns sharing your sentences with the class. Vote on the best sentence for each name! Underline the lines of the poem that employ the use of alliteration. You will need to have some works available for students to examine here. What Is Alliteration? "She sells seashells
by the seashore." The above alliteration is a tongue twister that most kids play with. Alliterations are literary sound devices that provide rhythm to a thought or phrase. Poets, songwriters, playwrights, screenwriters, and even marketing strategists use literary strategy to make their content eye-catchy and leave a mark on the audience while
emphasizing important aspects or critical points. Examples of alliteration are abundantly found in literature and poetry, brand names like Coca-Cola, in names of people and characters such as Mickey Mouse, or even in everyday speech such as saying the phrase 'quick question.' If a phrase or a sentence has words starting with the same sounding
consonant, which are placed close to one another, it becomes an alliteration. Unlike rhyming words with matching sounds at the end of the words, this technique uses a rhyming scheme that starts the words. You will find this technique used in poetry more often than in other types of writing. Assonance vs. Consonance vs. Alliteration Alliteration is
often confused and mixed up with the literary techniques of both assonance and consonance. Here we break all three down to clear out any confusion and make distinctions between each: Assonance Consonance Alliteration Definition There is a repetition of vowels This has the repetition of consonants The repetition of consonants classifies this.
Position There are no specific positions or rhyming rules. It can be repeated anywhere. Consonance also has no specific positioning. The consonants can end with the same sound, be in the middle or start with the same sound. It has a fixed position at the start of the words in the sentence. Example Go over the bridge. Going against the gangs. Peter
Piper picked a peck of pickled peppers. Examples of Alliteration The Raven by Edgar Allan Poe "Deep into that darkness peering, long I stood there wondering, fearing, Doubting, dreaming dreams no mortal ever dared to dream before; But the silence was unbroken, and the stillness gave no token, And the only word there spoken was the whispered
word, "Lenore?" Here Edgar uses the consonant 'D' to create an alliteration. Rime of the Ancient Mariner by Samuel Taylor Coleridge "The fair breeze blew, the white foam flew,The furrow followed free;We were the first that ever burstInto that silent sea." Here are multiple consonants 'F,' 'B,' and 'S' used to create alliterations, and all of them are
consciously embedded in the rhyming pattern. Autumn Song by W. H. Auden "Now the leaves are falling fast,Nurse's flowers will not last,Nurses to their graves are gone,But the prams go rolling on." In the poem above, the repetition of the 'f' consonant in 'falling fast' and 'g' consonant in 'graves are gone' are alliterations that add melody and rhythm.
"Let it be" by The Beatles "Whisper words of wisdom, let it be." It is no surprise that The Beatles had ultimate mastery over their art, and by using the words 'whisper words of wisdom', they aimed to add melody to their song, making it memorable. President Barack Obama's speech ". . . They are part of the finest fighting force that the world has ever
known. They have served tour after tour of duty in distant, different, and difficult places . . ." 'Finest fighting force' and 'duty in distant, different and difficult places' are two phrases containing alliterations that have been used to add focus to the speech. Alliteration is a fun technique in which writers have some leverage to relax the rules. It allows
people to be creative in their songs, poetry, fiction, or even marketing strategies by aiding this form of expression.
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